Stackable Concrete Blocks that Store Rain Water.
Mini Landscape Tanks—for hard to access places.

Top row of tanks may be used as a planter box.

Fencing or Structural Retaining walls.
No Footings Required up to 2m. (4 high)
Ideal Perimeter Fencing.
Beautiful - Clean Tidy Lines - Quality.

Standard Water Tank Plumbing
Flat Top for seating - top row only.

These fantastic new High Grade Concrete Stackable Block Tanks are a smaller version of the legendary Landscape Tanks. They have all the usual high quality proven features of their bigger brothers, including the cast in place “easy push fit” interconnecting “O” Ring Rubber Seals.

These stackable Block Tanks or Mini Landscape Tanks, come with either a flat top or planter top for growing plants. Ideal for anywhere concrete blocks or sleepers are used and for tight access places. They may be handled using a Bob Cat or small Excavator. Very competitive pricing and simple installation places them in the D.I.Y category and they deliver a quality result.
Another lovely feature of the Mini Landscape Tanks is that for tight access areas they may be used as seating or planter boxes placed around a courtyard for endless water storage.

Specifications.

- 1400mm (L) 700mm (W) x 500mm (H).
- Tank 419 Kg.
- Flat Top 70Kg
- 285 Litres.
- 2 x 1.3 tonne anchor points tanks and top.
- Flat Top Standard.
- Planter Top Optional
- Plumbing the same as normal water tank.
- Mesh and Bar used Throughout tanks/Tops.

Connecting Tanks Together.

These Mini Landscape Tanks have come from the stable of the Iconic Large Landscape Tanks. They use all the same construction methods, internal interconnecting push fit “O” ring seals as their bigger brother, to deliver lifelong trouble free performance.
Fencing.

- No Footings Required up to 2m (*Perhaps Higher with Site Specific Engineering*)
- Commercial - Perimeter Fencing - Secure and Strong.
- Front Fences - Pool Fencing - Privacy Fencing - Security Fencing.
- Pre Engineered (to 2m) for Great Savings and Very Cost Effective.
- Clean Tidy Lines to Enhance Any Property – Quality Result.
- Endless Water Storage Capacity.
- Instant Results - Simply Place into Position with Little Prep Work.
- Flat Top or Planter Top Optional.
- High Quality Concrete - Mesh and Bar Throughout - Quality Product.
- Swift Anchor Points for Lifting.

Structural Retaining Walls.

- No Footings Required up to 500mm - Ideal for Tight Access Areas.
- UC Columns (99mm x 97mm) Required over 500mm.
- UC Columns are hidden internally for quality finish.
- Stackable for Endless Water Storage Capacity.
- Pre - Engineered (to 1.5m) for Great Savings and Very Cost Effective.
- May go Higher Than 1.5m with Site Specific Engineering.
- May also incorporate seating in front of tanks for great effect.
- Easily Handled using Bob Cat or Small Excavator.
Structural Retaining Wall UC Columns hidden internally.

Placing Tanks into position is straightforward. Tanks have “lead in” to make locating the UC Columns easier. Once complete, unsightly columns are hidden from view. End of Row uses U channel column.

Full Engineering Drawings and Specifications Available upon Request
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